MATERIALS NEEDED (1st Edition)
AYC-15466-208 DAWN – 5/8 yard for background
AYC-15471-157 RAFFIA – 1/4 yard for sashing 1, 2, 3 and inner window frame
AYC-15474-274 PINE – 1/3 yard for tree boughs 1 through 9
AYC-15470-59 OCEAN – 1/8 yard or 3” x 4” piece for birds A1, A2, A4, A5, A6, B1, B3, B6, B8 and B9
AYC-15465-157 RAFFIA – 1/8 yard (for best color) for birds A3, B2, B4 and B5, cub 1, 3, 5, 8, 10 and 11
AYC-15465-16 BROWN – 1/8 yard or 3” x 21” piece (for best color) for bird eyes A7 and B7, cub 2, 4, 6, 7, 9 and 12 through 16
AYC-15465-49 OLIVE – 1/8 yard or 3” x 10” piece from medium to light section for flower stems A4 and B5 and stem B4.
AYC-15471-222 REDWOOD – 1/8 yard or 4” x 5” piece for flowers A1, A2, A3 and B1 through B3
AYC-15471-16 BROWN – ¾ yard for outer window frame and binding
AYC-15575-169 EARTH – 1 yard for backing
MATERIALS NEEDED

(1st Edition)

AYC-15466-208 DAWN – 5/8 yard or 21” x 25 ½” piece for background
AYC-15471-157 RAFFIA – 1/4 yard for sashing 1, 2, 3 and inner window frame
AYC-15465-49 OLIVE – 1/8 yard or 4” x 13” piece from medium light section for flower stems B4, C2 and D4
AYC-15471-222 REDWOOD – 1/8 yard or 3” x 8” piece for flowers B1, B2, B3, C1, C2, C3, D1, D2 and D3
AYC-15465-47 GRASS – 1/8 yard or 3” x 10” piece from light section for flower stem A1
AYC-15465-253 BOYSENBERRY - 1/8 yard or 3” x 5” piece from medium pink section for flowers A2 through A6
AYC-15465-16 BROWN - 1/3 yard or 11” x wof (for best color) for bears A1 through A11 and B1 through B11
AYC-15471-16 BROWN – ¾ yard for outer window frame and binding
AYC-15575-169 EARTH – 1 yard for backing